	
  

About We Will Lead Africa
We Will Lead Africa is a social enterprise with a vision of
Africans owning and leading our own narratives and its mission
is to create platforms for sharing and inspiring everyday
African leadership through storytelling.
We look for stories of leadership that align with our definition
of everyday leadership and action for the future of Africa:
• We: Collaborative and accountable leaders, taking unified
action.
• Will: The leadership WILL, grit and courage to do
something, anything, now and for the future,
demonstrated through action-oriented and aspirational
leadership.
• Lead: Everyday leaders, motivated by service, in every
sector, including emerging leaders from marginalised
groups. Women with a deep authenticity and integrity in
their leadership, focused on a values-driven path, even
when it is challenging.
• Africa: A focus on a prosperous continent, where divides
are bridged and leaders work across boundaries and
borders to achieve a broader success.

About VOLUME TWO : Women
	
  
This work emerged out of a call for everyday African leadership
stories for two separate volumes: Women and Governance. As
we pushed out calls for stories, the pattern became clear. We
were not receiving as many governance stories as defined by
the Ibrahim Index of African Governance as we wanted…and
all the Governance stories we received were by women! In
responding to what emerged, we decided to create a
combined volume of stories by African women.
So how are African women paving the way as leaders in Africa?
They simply are. In all contexts, they find ways to lead. They
make alchemy with what is, they turn pain into gold, they fill
gaps that are left glaringly open, they ignite and guide and
complete and uplift. Volume Two documents, shares and
uplifts these stories.
The collective of these inspiring women leaders revealed some
summative highlights of note:
1. Our final volume includes 32 submissions from 36
contributors.
2. We received a strong response from people of South
African heritage, especially in academia. We included nine
contributions that met the eligibility for the volume.
3. Submitters represented all regions of the continent, with
work that cuts across multiple countries on the continent
and diaspora. The multi-racial, intersectional and diverse
nature of our continent is evident in this small slice of 32
stories as it was in volume one.
The stories in this volume cover a range of industries and
topics for Africa’s advancement. Many of the stories cut across
multiple sectors. How do you categorize leaders running
awareness/advocacy platforms who are also artists and
entrepreneurs? A novel writer who is also an entrepreneur?
Academics who are also mentors and community role models?
These stories are multidimensional, cross boundaries, and
model how African women and leaders innovate to create
platforms to share their gifts with the world. We believe this

reflects the complexity of African women’s lives. These stories
cannot be put in a box. So, we offer them in the following
groupings only as a guide to the reader:
• Six Influencers – These women are shaping domestic and
international policies and agendas in public sector, gender,
agriculture, trade and information technology. In this
section, you will meet: Yvonne Aki-Sawyerr, Baratang Miya,
Seno Namwandi, Eileen Bogweh Nchanji, Nitasha
Ramparsad and Nomusa Taylor-Dube.
• Three Health Innovators – Here you will meet the sisterteam Yasmine and Heba Aguib who are advancing health
research and innovation and catch a glimpse of the health
advocacy happening on the continent through the stories
of Vanessa Adebayo and Taíla Carrilho.
• Six Entrepreneurs & Business Women – These women are
leading the way in business, as well as sparking prosperity,
opportunities and innovation. Meet Lynda Aphing-Kouassi,
Sara Fakir & Tatiana Pereira, Ijangolet S. Ogwang, Sandra
Onwuekwe, Bezawit Shewarega and Wacelia M. Zacarias
Zualo.
• Five Educators – These women span generations, showing
that African women have and continue to leave their mark
in the African Academy. Meet Stella Bvuma, Tshepiso
Maleswena, Mbuywana Mbikusita-Lewanika, Audrey
Msimanga and Tracey L. McCormick.
• Five Bridge Builders – These women are creating
platforms to enable and facilitate opportunities and spaces
for other women to learn and grow together, support each
other and gain access to opportunities that seemed
beyond reach now. Meet Marcia Ashong, Vuyi Chaza,
Marina Diboma, Kebone Moloko & Siyabonga Ntuli &
Buyelwa Xundu and Diana Wilson.
• Seven (De)Constructors – These leaders cross the arenas
of Sports, Arts and Pan-Africanism. The stories are about
women disrupting status quo narratives for social impact.
They are pioneers for change in the fabric and culture of
African identities. They are the stories of Marcia Tate
Arunga, Celma Costa, Elizabeth Mwambulukutu, Dorothy J
J Okatch, Caroline Pouw via Lydia Radoli, Peace Hilary
Tumwesigire and Maame Afon Yelbert-Sai.
This volume exemplifies the We Will Lead Africa ethos and

expresses the variety, creativity and magic that the inclusion of
women brings. We are proud that this volume was wholly
curated by African women. In addition to our editorial team
and the contributors, we thank and acknowledge Romy Gad el
Rab for her work on cover design with photos supplied by
contributor, Elizabeth Mwambulukutu and Oni Aningo for her
poetic submission of Steel Magnolia for our opening. Finally,
we thank Cheryl S. Ntumy for her science fiction
submission,The History of Her, which helps us imagine future
possibilities for girls’ and women’s lives in our epilogue.
We hope you leave the reading of this volume as inspired as we
have been in the curating and editing of it. They are stories of
pain and triumph in a world that still underestimates and
undervalues the contribution of women and in which African
women are often further unrecognized. We applaud every
woman whose story is represented here.
	
  
	
  
Both We Will Lead Africa volumes are available on Amazon
in paperback and kindle formats.
	
  
	
  

About the We Will Lead Africa Team
Sarah Owusu is an Organisation Development
specialist focused on culture, dialogue and change
navigation. A planetary citizen she is Danish /
Ghanaian, born in Botswana and is currently based in
Maputo, Mozambique. She has worked with Astraea
Foundation, ideiaLab, Africa 2.0, Peace One Day and
British Airways leading transformational change
programmes. She was named 2018 Emerging OD
Practitioner by the Organization Development
Network and won the Women4Africa Award for
Inspirational Woman of the Year. She has a Masters in
Philosophy and is an Integral Coach. She is one of the
We Will Lead Africa founders and was Lead Editor for
the We Will Lead Africa: Women volume.

Yabome Gilpin-Jackson PhD, was born in Germany,
grew up in Sierra Leone, West Africa, and completed
her undergraduate & graduate studies in Canada and
the United States. She is a multi-award winning
Leadership & Organization Development consultant,
academic, writer and curator of African identity &
leadership stories. She has presented on and taught
about African Leadership: Now and for the Future.
Yabome speaks on the issue of global African
Identities, which led to her writing and publishing a
short story collection titled Identities. She regularly
lectures and has several peer-reviewed publications in
her areas of interest. Yabome is a Founder and was
Lead Editor for the We Will Lead Africa: Governance
volume that was combined with this women’s volume.

Chengetai Maruziva is a change consultant with a
deep interest in people empowerment, capacity
building, social transformation and education on the
African continent. She is a co - founder of Watu Africa,
lover of intersectional conversation and thought
leadership, seeking to shape narratives for equality
and justice, to make the world better at all levels of
society for all people. Chengetai was an editor for the
We Will Lead Africa: Women volume.

Moyra Keane PhD, is an Associate Professor at the
University of Johannesburg and an Educational Developer
and Research consultant for a number of universities. She
coordinates and teaches on postgraduate courses,
presents workshops academic staff. These include
Research Writing; Qualitative Research Methodology;
Writing Retreats; Postgraduate Supervision, Coaching and
Teaching in Higher Education She has initiated many
educational outreach programmes, is past president of
the International Organisation of Science and Technology
Education, and member of the African Association for the
Study of Indigenous Knowledge Systems. She has
published numerous
journal articles; books/ book
chapters and research reports. Moyra was an editor for
the We Will Lead Africa: Women volume.

Judith Okonkwo was born in London and grew up in Austria,
Sierra Leone, Nigeria, Indonesia & Japan. She is a Business
Psychologist, Organisation Development Consultant &
Technology Evangelist. Her passion for inclusive leadership
models was a key driver for Judith’s move to Lagos in 2014.
She sits on the Board of the European Organisation Design
Forum; is a guest lecturer at the Lagos Business School &
University of Westminster; and is the creator of the Oriki
Coaching ModelTM. Judith is a Fellow of the Royal Society of
Arts and an Associate Fellow of the British Psychological
Society. In 2016 she set up Imisi 3D, a virtual reality creation
lab, in Lagos. She is a Founder and continued We Will Lead
Africa editor.
	
  

